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Trieste 2014 

Anything else we can look for at the LHC that we might be missing?? 
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Trieste 2014 

Anything else we can look for at the LHC that we might be missing?? 

 
“How about milli-charged particles?” – Itay Yavin 
Low charge > little energy deposited > LHC detectors can’t see them! 

 

By the end of the evening we had a basic 
design of a new detector finished! 
 
Less than a year later completed a paper proposing 
the milliQan experiment idea: 
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Slides from Eder Izaguirre 



ATLAS-CONF-2017-060 



General Idea 

Long history of searches for  
milli-charged particles (MCP) 
 
MilliQan will probe for heavier 
MCP, 0.1 – 100 GeV, using 
a new detector at the LHC 
 

Produced via Drell-Yan and  
interact with detector via Bethe-Bloch 
Cross-section and ionization  2 
 
Simple and model-independent 

Letter of intent: 
arXiv:1607.04669 

















Good time resolution is essential, 
and tricky for small (SPE) pulses! 
 











MilliQan location 

“Drainage Gallery” 
 an existing tunnel just above CMS 



MilliQan location 

3D laser scan of tunnel interior 

 

Support structure to hold and  
align detector 

 

Challenge to fit 3m detector in 
tunnel, but it just fits 



Detector idea 

Aim to detect single photons in 3 adjacent large scintillators 
pointing back to IP, within a small time window (15 ns) 



Other Scintillators Considered 

Light yield in bar given by ( photon yield / keV ) * density * length 

 

o Want high photon yield / keV > can go to lower charge 
(but limited by production cross-section too…) 

o Want high density > can go to shorter bars / more layers 
o Want it fast > lower backgrounds from smaller coincidence time window 

o Want it cheap > can afford more bars / acceptance area 
 

 

* Length needed to get 3 photons for charge 1/1000 e 



Readout and trigger 

Fantastic detail of each pulse from a triggered event 
~1 ns timing resolution, even for tiny (single PE) pulses 

Will also interface with LHC clock to time-stamp  

events with bunch-crossing info! 



Fantastic detail of each pulse from a triggered event 

~1 ns timing resolution, even for tiny (single PE) pulses 

Readout and trigger 

Electronic noise 

Single-PE pulses 



Backgrounds 

17m of rock removes all SM background from LHC collisions 

• ~15 muons per minute at L=1.4E34, p>20 GeV makes it through the rock, but 
clearly not milli-charged (~1M PE actually saturates detector) 

• Can be used for rough check of alignment (discussed later) 

• Middle layer offset to avoid glancing muons on edge of 3 bars 
 
Cosmic rate ~100x smaller in tunnel than on surface 

• Comparable to collider muon rate 

• Worry about showers in rock with 
n, γ, etc. but will have active vetos 
and self-shielding from outer layer 

 
Random dark-pulse background 

• Need 3 coincident pulses 

• ~50 events per year at room temp 

• Greatly reduced by cooling to -20C 
 

Backgrounds will be studied in situ 
from data: beam on/off, time relative 
to bunch crossing, pointing to IP or not, etc. 
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Signal simulation 

Detailed simulation, including CMS magnetic field (small effect) 



Signal simulation 

Full Geant4 detector simulation 



Efficiency Calibration 

Am241 

 Absolute calibration done using 
radioactive source, with known X-ray 
spectrum, at multiple points along 
each scintillator bar 

 Full Geant4 simulation of X-rays in 
scintillator and creation / propagation 
of photons in bar 

 By comparing to number of photo-
electrons observed by PMT, can 
measure efficiency to ~25% accuracy 

 Only done during accesses 

 

LED pulsers 
 PMT response monitored between 

calibrations via LED pulser system 

 Can check relative efficiency during 
running periods, to ~few % accuracy 



Put milliQan here! 



Alignment 

Special challenge, since far from  
IP with no line-of-sight! 

CERN team heroically extended 
the CMS coordinate system into 
the tunnel, with ~mm precision 

Center of milliQan 

goes here! 





Alignment cross-check: Measure muons from CMS collisions 

Two muon hodoscope detectors with arrays of 2x2x50 cm 
scintillator bars and SiPM readout 

Rates agree with simulations to within 50% 
About 10/hour with 1% mini-milliQan at L=1.4E34 

Also can be used to “time-in” detector 



Support structure 



Support structure 

Last month, in TS1, installed support structure in tunnel! 

Can support, rotate, tilt, and align full 6-ton detector 



Next step: mini-milliQan demonstrator test 

Fall 2017 – end of 2018:  
1% test of milliQan in tunnel, with 12 full scintillators and PMTs, 
plus 2 hodoscopes, and some muon veto shields 

Install in tunnel Sept. 18-20!! 

Get some collision data this year 
and should have plenty in 2018 

Learn about operating experiment in the tunnel 

Measure backgrounds, check alignment 

New heavy milli-charge particle sensitivity? 
 



This week: 1% mini-milliQan commissioned in SX5 
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LHC and milliQan Schedule 

• Higgs boson discovered in Run1 

• Currently in Run2 -> Collect ~10/fb this year and ~40/fb by end of 2018 

• Hope to complete full milliQan detector in time for Run3, collect ~300/fb 
• Then HL-LHC milliQan upgrade  

25 ns  



Summary 

MilliQan is a new LHC detector for milli-charged particles 

Cover m = 0.1 – 100 GeV for q = 0.002 – 0.3 e by 2022 

 
More generally, milliQan is the first detector sensitive to small 
ionization (single PE's) at the LHC (or any collider?) 

Potentially sensitive to other signals / models as well... 
 

Detector design basically complete, and components tested in the lab 

Thanks to support from CMS and CERN technical staff, milliQan is 
moving forward… 

Support structure and other infrastructure installed in the 
underground tunnel 

1% milliQan test to be installed during TS2 (Sept. 18-20, 2017)! 
 

Personal note: small collaboration and building a new experiment 
“from scratch” has been super fun and educational! 


